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The Path is Everywhere
with Matt Licata

June 15-18
During our time together, weʼll step into a very 
alive and provocative, yet nourishing and safe, 
vessel of healing, wisdom, and love. Over the 
course of the weekend, weʼll explore 
therapeutic, somatic, and meditative 
approaches to psychological growth, 
emotional healing, and spiritual 
transformation, and consider how we might 
approach these mysteries within the context of 
our lives exactly as they are.

The weekend is open to anyone interested in 
healing, spirituality, mindfulness, 
psychotherapy, meditation, yoga, opening the 
heart, and the mystery of awakening to our 
true nature. Weʼll meditate together (no 
experience required), explore what an integral 
approach to spirituality and healing might look 
like for those of us active in the world, and 
have plenty of time for questions, sharing, and 
discussion.

Learn More and Register

TRIBALIZE: Regenerative Living Summit III

https://nb130.infusionsoft.com/app/linkClick/31666/bff97d0ec8d831b5/2053704/f40ce9c81cffdbee


July 5 – 8

If you are already involved with or inspired to build your community dream project, please
join us at this evolutionary gathering where dreams are realized and plans are made.

TRIBALIZE Summit III is an experiential tribal gathering focused on helping further our
whole systems thinking, aggregate and integrate our sector intelligence, catalyze projects
and technologies, and generally address the future of regenerative community living.

Weʼll host industry luminaries such as Katharine and Makasha Roske of Hummingbird
Ranch, Mark Lakeman of City Repair, Barbara Marx Hubbard, Daniel Schmachenberger,
Ferananda Ibarra, Daniel Pinchbeck, Michelle Holliday and many more inspired presenters.

Join us and be connected to key players and organizations in this emerging community
living sector as we forge together the evolutionary drivers that will impact and shape the
future of living on our planet.

www.tribalize.co

Learn More and Register

https://nb130.infusionsoft.com/app/linkClick/31664/99a0a470f3415dca/2053704/f40ce9c81cffdbee
https://nb130.infusionsoft.com/app/linkClick/31662/c820d1ce530ad6d4/2053704/f40ce9c81cffdbee
https://nb130.infusionsoft.com/app/linkClick/31660/6a1f8fb60c747079/2053704/f40ce9c81cffdbee


Weekly Spiritual Services

Sunrise Ranch is the headquarters for an international ministry, Emissaries of Divine Light.
We hold spiritual services on both Sunday mornings and Wednesday evenings each week.
Our Sunday service is a range of musical, dramatic and poetic performances along with the
ministering of inspiring messages of Truth and Love. The Sunday service is offered
streaming on Facebook and Zoom as well as live and open to the public at 11am in our
400-seat geodesic dome auditorium. Wednesday evening service is a more intimate time
within the community with a variety of different speakers exploring spiritual themes. These
are audio recorded and available to listen to online.

Thank you for the part you play in the ongoing spiritual regeneration of humanity.

https://sunriseranch.org/event/sunrise-ranch-sunday-service

https://sunriseranch.org/audio/wednesday-night-services/

See Our Full CALENDER OF EVENTS

Poetry Corner – The Initiate

Many points of initiation found on the path of life

For some to be passed requires moving through strife

Thriving and striving to peel back the folds

Removing the layers to discover what it holds

The peaceful stillness felt only after the storm
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The tempest tearing away the mask that was worn

Behind, beneath and below all of the busy facades

The horse growing weary from all the circles it trods

Suddenly seven rays illuminate the new coming dawn

And the fog of illusion in the maze, almost now gone

This soul I possess, quite like a fine gem Is not mine at all but that which I AM

A peace does rest in the consciousness of “I”

Allowing me to be free without needing to try.

– Rajazuhl

Blog Excerpts

Dissension – Friend or Foe?



By Heather Ryan

Maybe every moment in history NEEDS these seemingly opposing forces. Maybe we need
the young to forge a path forward and break out of old ruts. Maybe we need the balance
and understanding that can be gained from a lifelong pursuit of consciousness. Maybe we
need opposing forces in politics, religion, business, education, finance, and at home in order
to finally see that we are all part of one gorgeous, infuriating, ridiculous, amazing thing, and
we all have parts to play at different stages and from different points of view. After all,
dissension provides diversity, and a diversity of amateur inputs has been shown to solve
problems more quickly and with better results than expert agreement. Maybe dissension is
the grease on the wheels and the fire in the belly that facilitates and even empowers the All,
moving from conflict toward cohesion, from confusion toward creation.

Read Full Blog

My Observations on Life, 76 Years In

By Jerry Kvasnicka

The first thing I do upon awakening is sit on the side of my bed, lift up my eyes and repeat:
“Behold, I make all things new. I would bless everything that comes to me this day.” Then I
immediately turn on the radio and begin listening to the latest world news on National Public
Radio. My burning passion in life is “the spiritual regeneration of humanity.” One of the ways
I go about this work is by sending out a radiant blessing of love into and through every news
story, even those describing intense suffering and death. Through the subconscious
channels of connection that I (and all of us) have with the whole body of humanity, this
blessing is received at some level by everyone involved in the news event, everyone
involved in communicating the event (the media) and everyone hearing or reading about the
event.

Read Full Blog
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